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Approximate Formulas for the Far Fields and Gain of

Open-Ended Rectangular Waveguide

Arthur D. Yaghjian

Electromagnetic Fields Division
National Bureau of Standards

Boulder, Colorado 80303

Approximate formulas are derived for the far field and gain

of standard, open-ended, unflanged, rectangular waveguide probes

operating within their recommended usable bandwidth of frequen-

cies. (Such probes are commonly used in making probe-corrected

near-field antenna measurements.) The formulas, which yield

forward far-field power patterns and on-axis gains of X-band and

larger waveguide probes to within about 2 dB and 0.2 dB accuracy,

respectively , assume ( s i n <>
- cos^) azimuthal angular dependence

and an E-plane pattern given by the traditional aperture integra-

tion of the TE
10

mode E- and H-fields in the Stratton-Chu

equations. The H-plane pattern is estimated by two different

methods. The first, and less accurate, method uses a purely E-

field aperture integration to estimate the H-plane pattern. The

second, more accurate, method uses an electric field integral

equation (EFIE) to show that fringe currents near the shorter

edges of the guide can be wel 1 -approximated by isotropic line

sources. The amplitude of these line sources is then determined

more simply by equating the total power radiated into free space

to the net input power to the waveguide.

Key words: edge diffraction, fringe current, physical optics,

radiation pattern, rectangular waveguide.

I. INTRODUCTION

Most near-field antenna measurements are made using open-ended, unflanged,

rectangular waveguide probes. They are simple, rugged, and inexpensive to

produce (or reproduce), they have a broad far-field power pattern that
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contains no nulls in the forward hemisphere over their recommended usable

bandwidth, they scatter relatively little radiation back to the test antenna

being measured, and they have a respectable gain of about 6-8 dB. However,

unlike far-field measurements where only the on-axis gain of the probe is

required, near-field measurements require, in general, the complex far field

in the forward hemisphere of the probe in order to compensate for its presence

in the near field. Specifically, for each microwave frequency at which the

test antenna is to be measured, the appropriate standard rectangular waveguide

probe is chosen and its far-field pattern, gain, and reflection coefficient

are measured as a necessary part of the complete near-field measurement

procedure.

The reflection coefficient can be measured accurately and rapidly over

the waveguide bandwidth using, e.g., an automatic network analyzer, but the

measurement of probe pattern and gain is a rather tedious, time-consuming

operation, especially when the fields of the test antenna are desired at

several frequencies for which the probe has not been previously calibrated.

To alleviate this chore of measuring the probe far fields, at least when

extremely high accuracy is not required, we have derived reasonably accurate

formulas for the far-field pattern and gain of open-ended, standard rectangu-

lar waveguides over their recommended usable bandwidths. For example, compar-

ison with measured data indicates that equations (2) and (8) inserted into (1)

approximate the forward far-field power pattern and on-axis gain of X-band

(WR-90) and larger standard waveguide to within about 2 dB and 0.2 dB accur-

acy, respectively (see figures 3, 6, and 7), the maximum pattern error occur-

ring near 90° off boresight. This accuracy represents a significant improve-

ment over previous approximate formulas derived either entirely by aperture

integration with the Stratton-Chu formulas [1, Sec. 8.14; 2], or by a first

order geometrical edge diffraction technique [3]. Both of the previous

methods yield far-field power patterns several dB too high near much of the H-

plane cut, and predict on-axis gain values which are typically 2 to 3 dB too

low. For Ku-band (WR-62) and smaller standard waveguides, the approximate

formulas derived in this paper may become less accurate because the wall

thickness of these smaller waveguides becomes an appreciable fraction of their

hei ght

.
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II. DERIVATION OF FAR-FIELD FORMULAS

We take a semi-empirical approach to approximate the far fields and abso-

lute gain of open-ended waveguide. In principle, one could obtain a numerical

solution for the fields everywhere by solving an electric field integral equa-

tion (EFIE) for the currents over the surface of the semi -infinite wave-

guide. And, indeed, we use this EFIE approach (formulated in Appendix I) in

Sec. II-B-2 to estimate the fringe current contribution to the H-plane

fields. However, we do not want to finally rely on numerical integral equa-

tion solutions because for 3-D problems like the open-ended rectangular

waveguide, they demand an exorbitant amount of computer time and storage to

achieve the desired accuracy, they are not nearly as simple to use as the

approximate formulas, and they inspire less physical insight.

The geometry of the open-ended rectangular waveguide is shown in figure

1. The inner dimensions of the waveguide are given by width a and height b.

The perfectly conducting waveguide walls are assumed to have a thickness small

enough compared to the smaller dimension b so that the finite thickness of the

walls can be ignored. The origin 0 of the xyz rectangular coordinate system

is chosen at the center of the open end (aperture or mouth) of the waveguide,

and the spherical coordinates of the position vector r to any point in space

is denoted by ( r , 0 , 4> ) . The waveguide operates at a frequency, f, that lies

within the recommended usable bandwidth of the TE^g mode (electric field in

the y direction). For example, for standard X-band waveguide, the recommended

usable bandwith ranges from 8.2 to 12.4 GHz, or equivalently the free-space

wavelength, ranges from 1.6a to 1.06a, a = 2.286 cm.

Consider the far field of the waveguide expressed as a sum of spherical

multipoles located at the origin 0. Because the transverse dimensions of the

waveguide are less than a wavelength, only the multi poles of lower order

azimuthal (<t>) dependence will contribute significantly to the far field.

Moreover, because all but the first-order ( s i n <$> - cos4>) dependent multi poles

have a null in the on-axis (z) direction, one would expect a significant con-

tribution only from these first-order multi poles. Under this assumption and

the symmetry of the rectangular waveguide excited by the TE^g mode, the far
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fields of the open-ended waveguide can be expressed approximately in the fol-

lowing simple form [1, Sec. 7.11]:

ikr

E(r-»°°) = - [E ( 0 ) si n4>e + E(0)cos<|>e ] (la)
kr E 0 H

<t>

ikr

H(r>®) = — -=- [E_( 0) si n<|)e - E (0)cos<i>e ] , (lb)
kr L t (pH 0

o

where e'
lu)t time dependence has been suppressed (w = 2%f, k = 2u/\), and Z

Q
is

the impedance of free space. Equations (1) immediately reduce the problem of

finding the far fields to that of finding the E-plane and H-plane patterns,

E (0) and E (e), respectively. Indication that equations (1) represent the

far fields of the open-ended waveguide to a rather good approximation in the

forward hemisphere can be seen from figure 2 which plots the measured power

patterns of an X-band waveguide at 9.32 GHz for $
= 0, 45, and 90 degrees, and12 2

compares the 45-degree pattern with j [lE^I + I

E

H
l ], i.e., with the power

pattern predicted by (1) from the measured E- and H-plane patterns. In par-

ticular, the (^-dependence of (1) conforms more closely to the measured power

patterns than the "separable dependence" obtained from aperture integration

with the Stratton-Chu formulas [2] or through first-order geometrical theory

of edge diffraction [3]. The approximation (1) would not, however, be

expected to give very accurate polarization ratios for wide 0 angles near <j>
=

45°.

A. Hie E-Plane Pattern

The E-plane pattern, E (0), is predicted quite accurately by inserting

the E- and H-fields of the propagating TE
10 mode into the Stratton-Chu formu-

las [l,Sec. 8.14] and integrating over the mouth of the open-ended waveguide

[2]. Risser explained in [2], and we prove in Appendix I, that this Stratton-

Chu integration of the TE^q mode is equivalent to integrating over the

physical optics current, i.e., the truncated interior surface currents K
10

of

the propagating TE^ mode (incident plus reflected). In other words, the

resulting far fields obtained from the Stratton-Chu formulas neglect only the
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evanescent mode currents inside the waveguide and the surface currents on the

outside of the waveguide. Because the sum of both these currents equal the

total surface current less the physical optics current, we can simply say that

the Stratton-Chu formulas applied to the TE-^g mode neglect only the Ufimtsev

"nonuniform" or "fringe" currents [12].

Although these fringe currents can contribute appreciably to the absolute

value of the field, they have a minor secondary effect in the broad E-plane

pattern which remains well above -10 dB for all angles 9. Thus, for E^(0) we

simply use the classical result of the aperture integration with the Stratton-

Chu formulas [2]

E
e
(9)

[1 + £ cose + r ( 1 - cose)] sin(-^- sine)

Ae
[l+|+r(l-£)] T sine

( 2 )

The normalized propagation constant p/k for the TE
10

mode equals A -

and the reflection coefficient of the TE^g mode from the end of the waveguide

is denoted by r. The constant A which remains arbitrary at this point in the

derivation is eventually related to the amplitude of the incident TE
10

mode

through equation (9). The factor [1 + + r (1 -
-j^-)] in the denominator of

(2) is included merely to simplify the normalization at e = 0.

Since (2) could be obtained by integrating the truncated TE
10

surface

currents, it remains a valid approximation for e in the back as well as the

forward hemisphere. However, (2) becomes a better approximation in the

forward hemisphere when r is set equal to zero because zeroing r tends to

compensate in the forward-hemisphere E-plane for the neglected fringe cur-

rents. Thus, whenever (2) is used in the region of most interest, i.e., the

forward hemisphere, r will be assumed zero. If (2) is used in the back

hemisphere, a more accurate pattern results by including the reflection

coefficient beyond e equal to about 105°.

In figure 3 the amplitude and phase of E ( 0) in the forward hemisphere is

plotted from (2) and compared with NBS (National Bureau of Standards) measured

data for X-band waveguide at 9.32 GHz and L-band (WR-650) waveguide at 1.0
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GHz. The close agreement between the theoretical and experimental curves was

somewhat unexpected for the L-band guide because the 1 GHz frequeny is

approaching the 0.908 GHz cut-off frequency and lies well below the lowest

recommended usable frequency of 1.12 GHz.

B. The H-Plane Pattern

The H-plane pattern, E (e), is much narrower than the E-plane pattern

and, consequently, it is more strongly influenced by the fringe currents

neglected in the Stratton-Chu aperture integration. Specifically, the

Stratton-Chu integration with the TE^g mode yields an H-plane pattern much

broader than the measured pattern. And this is true whether the reflection

coefficient r of the TE^g mode is included or not. Thus we are left with

finding a method that will predict accurately and simply the H-plane pattern

of open-end waveguide over the recommended usable bandwidth.

Two separate methods will be developed for determining the H-plane pat-

tern. The first method, referred to as the E-field integration method, does

not require the reflection coefficient r, but produces a valid H-plane pattern

over the forward hemisphere only, and erroneously becomes exactly zero at 9 =

90°. The second, a more complicated method referred to herein as the fringe

current method, does require the reflection coefficient and yields an accurate

H-plane pattern for all e--front and back hemisphere. This second method also

yields slightly more reliable values of on-axis gain.

1) The E-Field Integration Method for the H-Plane Fields

As explained above, aperture integration of the Stratton-Chu formulas

with the electric and magnetic fields of the TE
10 mode neglects the fringe

currents and thereby produces much too broad an H-plane pattern. However, the

Stratton-Chu formulas are not the only expressions that can be used to predict

the far fields from an aperture integration of the fields of the TE
10

mode.

In particular, the electric or magnetic far field in the forward hemisphere

can be expressed respectively as a double Fourier transform of the electric or

magnetic field alone over the infinite plane just in front of the mouth of the
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waveguide. Concentrating on the electric field, for reasons that will become

clear in the next paragraph, we express the H-plane far field as [4]

E( r-*» ,0 ,<j>=0)

0<9<Tt/2

ikr ,2
e k_

kr 2 7i

e
r

x e
z

CD 00

X I I

-ikx'sine

E(R')e dx'dy'
, (3)

where R
1 = x'e

x + y'e^ is the integration vector from the origin 0 to an area

element dx'dy' in the plane of integration.

Now the electric and magnetic field (E 10
and H

10 ) of the TE
10

mode 1S

given by

E
10

= E
0
(1 + r)cos(T)e

y
(4a)

E

H
10

= • T [(1 -r)
k
cos(-7)e

x
+
Tk?

(1+r)sin^)e
z

;l • (4b)

0

where E
Q

is the arbitrary amplitude of the incident TE^g mode. Note that the

E-field has but one component that goes to zero at the edges x = +a/2. This

suggests there will be little difference between the average x-variation of

the electric field just in front of the mouth of the waveguide and that of the

TE^g mode. In other words, for the purpose of determining a reasonably

accurate H-plane pattern, the E-field on the integration plane in (3) can be

approximated by the E^g of (4a) over the mouth or aperture of the waveguide

and zero outside. Performing this simple integration of (3) gives an approxi-

mate H-plane pattern valid in the forward hemisphere

E
H

( e )
= A

E (|)
2
cose

o<e<!

k 3
cos(—^-si ne

)

t(f)

2
- Cosine)

2
]

(5)

The constant A in (5) is the same as in (2) because E (0) must equal E ( e

)

E EH
along the common axis 0=0. The same integration with E

10
does not and would

not be expected to yield an accurate E-plane pattern because the E-plane
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pattern is determined by the y-variation of the aperture field which differs

significantly from that of the incident E^q mode field through diffraction

from the edges of the waveguide at y = + b/2. Also, substituting H
10

from

(4b) into the formula for the magnetic field corresponding to (3) yields a

very poor approximation for both the E- and H-plane far fields. This, of

course, is no surprise because the H^q field does not become zero at any of

the waveguide edges.

Figure 4 compares the amplitude and phase curves for the H-plane fields

in the forward hemisphere calculated from (5), measured at NBS, and calculated

from the following Stratton- Chu expression for the H-plane pattern [2]

E
H
(e) = A,

[(cose +
f)

+ r(cose - £)] k- cos(—~si n9
jHca

ne)
2
]

( 6 )

where Au = -ik
2 ab E /8.

The H-plane fields predicted by (5) agree well with the measured data even

near the L-band cut-off frequency, and they are much closer (on a linear

scale) to the measured values than those predicted by the result (6) of the

Stratton-Chu formulas.

2) The Fringe Current Method for the H-Plane Fields

Although the integrated E-field expression (5) for the H-plane pattern is

much more accurate in the forward hemisphere than the previous expressions

[2,3], it has a couple of shortcomings that the E-plane expression (2) does

not have. First, the expression (5) does not remain valid (or accurate) in

the back hemisphere because it was derived from (3) which applies only to the

front, free-space hemisphere. Thus, when the constant A
E

is related to total

power radiated, the H-plane pattern in the back hemisphere must be estimated

and this estimation introduces an additional, albeit small, inaccuracy into

the determination of gain (see Sec. III). Secondly, the expression (5)
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approaches zero like cos0 as 0 approaches 90°, and predicts too low an H-plane

pattern for 0 between about 70° and 90°. Fortunately for all near-field

antenna measurements, except those made with the probe extremely close to the

test antenna, the pattern of the probe beyond 70° does not intercept the test

antenna and thus does not affect the probe correction [5,6,7]. However, for

the sake of those rare exceptions as well as for slightly more reliable esti-

mates of gain, we derive an alternative expression to (5) for the H-plane pat-

tern that remains a good approximation for all values of 0.

To derive this alternative expression, we return to a formulation of the

open-ended waveguide problem in terms of surface currents. As mentioned

above, discussed by Risser in [2], and proven in Appendix I, the far fields of

the open-ended waveguide obtained by an aperture integration of the TE^q mode

fields in the Stratton-Chu formulas neglect only the fringe currents (total

current minus physical optics current, or equivalently, evanescent mode cur-

rents plus the exterior surface currents). From the symmetry of the rectan-

gular waveguide and TEjq mode, only y-directed currents contribute to the H-

plane fields. Thus, equation (6) neglects only the fringe currents along the

x = +a/2 edges of the open end of the waveguide (provided the finite waveguide

wall thickness of the waveguide can be ignored). By estimating the contribu-

tion to the H-plane of these fringe currents and adding it to the Stratton-Chu

result (6), an alternative formula to (5) for the H-plane pattern is obtained

that remains a reasonably accurate approximation for all values of 0.

We first tried to obtain a good estimate of the y-directed fringe cur-

rents by looking at the x = +a/2 or -a/2 edge as part of the infinite edge of

a half plane. The exciting field was taken as the incident and reflected

plane wave produced by the incident and reflected TE
10

mode. Since (6) is an

exact closed- form expression for the H-plane contribution from the physical

optics current (i.e., the truncated TE
10

mode current), the only additional

information we needed was the far fields of the fringe currents of the half

plane E-wave problem. For this problem, these fringe currents produce far

fields that are also expressible by exact, nonsingular, closed form expres-

sions derived by Ufimtsev for the general wedge [12] and recast for the half

plane into simplified form in Appendix II. This latter result is worth empha-

sizing--the far-field diffraction pattern of the Ufimtsev fringe currents for

9



the E-wave incident upon the half plane is given exactly with no singular-

ities* by the simple function (A8) involving only sines and cosines of the

observation angle and the angle of plane-wave incidence.

Appendix II shows that this half-plane fringe current correction works

very well for the open-ended parallel -pi ate waveguide excited by the TE^q

mode, but unfortunately for the open-ended rectangular waveguide, it did not

bring the predicted H-plane pattern to within the desired 1 or 2 dB accuracy

of the measured pattern at the wider angles of observations. The reason for

the greater inaccuracy in the case of the rectangular waveguide is simply that

the top and bottom edges of the rectangular waveguide strongly influence the

edge diffraction from the x = ±a/2 side edges, and produce fringe currents

significantly different from those of the half-plane problem. One may be able

to get a better estimate of the fringe current contribution by examining the

mutual interactions between the adjacent edges of the rectangular waveguide;

but such an analysis amounts to determining the diffraction coefficients for

the open corner problem, which eludes a closed-form solution.

We were finally able to obtain an accurate estimate of the fringe cur-

rents on the x = +a/2 sides of the rectangular waveguide from a numerical

solution to the EFIE applied to the open-ended rectangular waveguide. Al-

though the detailed formulation of the EFIE solution is given in Appendix I,

just one major result of that solution is used here to modify the H-plane

pattern (6). Namely, the numerical EFIE solution revealed that the fringe

currents at x = ±a/2 contributed to the H-plane pattern like line sources that

radiate i sotropical ly with 0. That is, the contribution to the H-plane

pattern from the fringe current can be approximated simply by that of equal

isotropic line sources at (x = ±a/2, z =0), or specifically by

A
r

C
q

cos(^-|si ne
J , (7)

*In making this statement, we are assuming that the angles of incidence and
scattering do not both equal the grazing (edge on) angle, 0 = a = + it in

(A8). For the plane waves composing the TE
10

mode in the waveguide, a is

never too close to + n, when operating within recommended bandwidth.
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where C
Q

is a positive real constant. Adding (7) to (6) then determines the

H-plane pattern derived by the fringe current method

(cose + £) + r(cose - £)
E H<e) = A,

- (^sine)^
+ c. cos(-^si ne) ( 8 )

The constant A
H

is defined under (6) and the H-plane constant A
E

in (2)

is related to A by E (0) = E (0), or
H E H

a
e = V (|)

2
[(1 + r(! - !•)] + c

0 } . (9)

The positive real constant C
Q , which depends on the frequency and the wave-

guide dimensions, remains the one unknown in the fringe current expressions

(8) and (9). It can be determined in a number of ways, including directly

from the EFIE program discussed in Appendix II. A simpler way to find C
0 ,

however, is to equate the radiated power P
r

determined from the far-field (1)

(with (2) and (8) inserted) to the total input power P
Q

determined from the

TE^q mode fields (4), and solve the resulting quadradic equation for C
Q

. From

(1) and (4), P
Q

and P
r

are found to be, respectively.

a b |E I

2
( 1- 1 r

1

2
) p/k

P
o

=
TTZ^

{10a)

P = —
j

n

(IE ( 0)

1

2
+ IE (9)

|

2
) si nede (10b)

r
2Z

0
k 0

Because the resistive loss in the waveguide walls is negligible, P
r
must equal

P . Upon equating (10a) and (10b), we find
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(11a)a C
‘

q o
2b C

q o
+ Cq = °

or

b) - c a
-3- a_a

, nib)
"q

where a
q

, b
q

, and c
q

are constants determined by integrals of the E- and H-

plane patterns, (2) and (8). These integrals were evaluated numerically and

C
Q

from (lib) was determined for X-, C-, and L-band waveguides (WR-90, WR-187,

WR-650) . The on-axis gain G
0

is obtained directly from C
Q

through the

definition

c

~ b
3

* /(

G =

o

47ir
2
|E(r^ } e=o)|

2

2 Z P
o o

2-2
8*r |E|

2 B 2
IE lab £ (l-|r| )

o k

(12a)

from which we find, after inserting the on-axis far field from (2) or (8) into

(12a)

G
o

?
uk ab 2,2

8 | (i-|rl)
7lb+t+r(l-f] (f)

+ C
o'

(12b)

Likewise, C
Q

can be written in terms of the on-axis gain by solving (12b) for

C
Q

in terms of G
Q ,

(12c)

where

c
e

5
r 1 + £

+ -
f) i (|)

2

and
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A

\

•jtk^ab

8 £ (l-lrl
2

)

*

For I r | (1-p/k) « (1+p/k), (12c) reduces to

(12d)

Since (12c) or (12d) are simple expressions for the constant C
Q

as a function

of gain, and since the predicted gain G
Q

from (12b) is plotted in figure 7 for

X- , C-, and L-band waveguides, C
Q

will not be plotted explicitly. The complex

reflection coefficients over the recommended usable bandwidth of the X-, C-,

and Ku-band waveguides, needed to determine C
Q

from (11), were obtained from

measurements with an automatic network analyzer at NBS. The amplitude and

phase of these measured r are shown in figure 5. (The L-band reflection

coefficient was estimated by scaling the given Ku-band data, since b/a for L-

and Ku-band waveguide are the same and L-band data was not immediately

available. Of course, some error is introduced by this scaling because the

wall thickness of Ku- and L-band waveguide do not scale like the inner

dimensions.)

Using these measured reflection coefficients and the C
Q

evaluated from

(11), the amplitude and phase of the H-plane pattern (8) is plotted in figure

6 for the forward hemisphere of X-band waveguide at 9.32 GHz and L-band wave-

guide at 1.0 GHz. These predicted H-plane patterns (8) derived from the

fringe current method agree well with measured patterns even near e = 90° and.

though not shown in figure 6, with measured patterns over the back hemisphere

as well. The disadvantages of using (8) instead of the H-plane expression (5)

derived from the E-field method are the extra computations needed to evaluate

C
Q

and the need to supply the reflection coefficient r.

To determine C
Q

from (11), the far-field integrals in (10b) must be

evaluated over the full hemisphere. This was done numerically by simply

converting the integrals to summations and adding on a computer. The reflec-

13



tion coefficient in the E-plane (2) was assumed zero for e < 105° and taken as

its measured value for e > 105° (see Sec. 1 1 -A )

.

III. DETERMINATION OF ON-AXIS GAIN

Two approximations have been derived for the far fields of open-ended

rectangular waveguides. The first uses equation (2) and (5), and the second

uses equations (2) and (8) for the E- and H-plane patterns in (1). This

section evaluates the absolute on-axis gain predicted by each approximation.

Because the resistive loss in the walls of the waveguide is negligible,

the total radiated power P
r
must equal the net input power P and the on-axis

gain (defined in (12a)) becomes equal to the on-axis directivity:

where P
r

is expressed by (10b) in terms of the E- and H-plane patterns. Using

(2) with r = 0 for the E-plane pattern and (5) for the H-plane pattern, (13)

can be expressed explicitly as

cancels in the determination of gain from (14). If desired, the magnitude of

G
o

(13)

for (2) and (5) can be written in terms of the coefficient E
Q

of the

incident TE^q mode by simply equating P
Q

and P
p

to get

( 15 )

where "Denom" denotes the denominator of the right side of (14).
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It should be pointed out that the integral denominator in (14) was not

evaluated exactly as it is written to get the gain values labeled by eq (14)

in figure 7. As explained in Sec. II-B-1, the H-plane pattern (5) does not

remain valid for the back hemisphere, and, in fact, becomes a very poor

approximation beyond a 0 of about 105°. Moreover, as explained in Sec. 1 1 -A

,

the E-plane pattern in the back hemisphere, unlike the forward hemisphere,

remains accurate beyond about 105° only if the reflection coefficient is

included. Since we do not want to have to require the reflection coefficient

when using the approximate formulas (2) and (5), both the E- and H-plane pat-

terns in the integral denominator of (14) beyond 6 = 105° were set equal to

their values at 105°. Although this particular choice for the back hemisphere

is not critical to the evaluation of gain from (2) and (5) because the power

radiated into the back hemisphere is a small fraction of the total power

radiated, some reasonable choice for the back-hemisphere pattern must be made

to evaluate the gain reasonably accurately from (14) (or more precisely, from

(14) with its integrand so modified in the back hemisphere).

The determination of gain using the approximate formulas (2) and (8) is

immediately accomplished once the constant C
Q

is computed from (11) as dis-

cussed in Sec. II-B-2. The expression for gain using (2) and (8) was given in

(12b) and need not be repeated here. Gain curves computed from (12b) as well

as (14) are drawn in figure 7, which shows the considerable improvement in

gain values of both (12b) and (14) over the gain determined from the classical

Stratton-Chu results [2]. The comparison of measured and predicted values of

gain in figure 7 indicates that the formulas (12b) and (14) predict gain with

an accuracy of about 0.2 dB.

IV. CONCLUSION

This work was motivated by the need for simple, accurate expressions for

the far fields and gain of open-ended rectangular waveguide probes used in

making near-field antenna measurements. Except near the E-plane, previous

expressions based on either the Stratton-Chu formulas or first-order geometri-

cal edge diffraction predict patterns that deviate considerably from measured

patterns--to the extent that their predicted gain values are 2 to 3 dB too

low. The alternative expressions for the far fields developed here, reduce
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the previous limits of accuracy by about a factor of 10, over the recommended

usable bandwidth of X-band and larger standard rectangular waveguide. For Ku-

band and smaller standard waveguide, the wall thickness becomes an appreciable

fraction of the waveguide cross-sectional dimensions and the approximate

formulas may become less accurate.

Two methods were presented for deriving the alternative approximate for-

mulas for the far fields (and the corresponding absolute gain). Both methods

began by assuming the sin<j> - cos<j> dependence of eq (1) with an E-plane pattern

(2) given by the classical result of integration with the Stratton-Chu for-

mulas. The two methods differed, however, in their determination of the H-

plane pattern. The first method used an E-field aperture integration (3) of

the TE 10
mode to derive the H-plane pattern (5) valid in the forward hemi-

sphere only, whereas the second method relied upon modifying the physical

optics result (6) of the Stratton-Chu formulas with a fringe current contribu-

tion to derive the H-plane pattern (8) valid for all far-field angles. A good

estimate of the fringe current as an isotropic line source was finally

obtained through a numerical solution to the electric field integral equation

(EFIE) in Appendix I. (An alternative approach of estimating the fringe

currents by the corresponding fringe currents of the perfectly conducting half

plane gave excellent results in Appendix II for the open-ended parallel -pi ate

waveguide, but failed to produce an H-plane pattern to the desired accuracy

for the rectangular waveguide.)

In brief, the two sets of approximate formulas emerged for the far

fields— (2) and (5) or (2) and (8) inserted into (1). The former set, (2) and

(5), approximates the far fields in the forward hemisphere without requiring

the TE^q reflection coefficient for the open-ended waveguide, but predicts too

narrow an H-plane pattern for angles near 90° off boresight and slightly less

reliable gain values. The latter set, (2) and (8), requires the reflection

coefficient, but yields a reliable estimate of the H-plane pattern for all

angles of the far field including the back hemisphere.
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APPENDIX I

THE ELECTRIC FIELD INTEGRAL EQUATION (EFIE) SOLUTION

Consider the open-ended waveguide depicted in figure 1. Assume perfectly

conducting walls W, infinitesimally thin, carrying a total surface current

density K. The electric field everywhere, except within the waveguide walls,

can be expressed in terms of the vector and scalar potentials as

-4n;iaje E(r) = k
2

/ K(r' )cp(r,r'

)

dS
1

0
W

+ V / (V'. K(? ,

)H(?,?
,

)dS' ,

W
S

(Al)

where <j>(r, r') is the scalar Green's function, e
lk

^
r_r

^ / 1
r-r

' |

.

Divide K into the sum of the physical optics current K
10

of the TE
10

mode

(incident plus reflected) and the remaining "fringe current" K
f

:

K = K
10

+ K
f ,

(A2)

to recast (Al) into the form

-4-n:iwe E(r) = k
2

J K f (r‘ )(j;(r,r' )dS' + V / (v ' •K f )<|>dS'
0

W
T

W

+ k
2

J K,„ 4,dS' + V J (V '.R,UdS' (A3)

u
10

w
5 10

The second line of (A3) represents the electric field produced by the trun-

cated TE 10
mode currents, i.e., the physical optics current. They can be

conveniently expressed in terms of an integral of the fields (4) of the TE^j

mode in the infinite waveguide over only the aperture A of the mouth of the

open-ended waveguide, by means of the Stratton-Chu equations [1, Sec. 8.14]:
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(r inside W+A)
j

-4'rtiwe
()

E
10

(r)
j

= k
2

/ K^g c^dS ' + V / ( ) tpdS

'

(r outside W+A) I 0 (

W W

+ / [k
2
(n x H^q)^ - iwe^n x E

1Q
) x v'<|>] dS

'

A

(A4)

(As an aside, note that for r outside the waveguide, the integral over A in

(A4) is the electric field calculated from the Stratton-Chu formulas applied

to the truncated waveguide to obtain, in particular, the far fields (2) and

(6). Thus, (A4) proves that the far fields obtained by Risser [2] from the

Stratton-Chu formulas are those produced by the truncated TE^g mode cur-

rents. In other words, for r outside the waveguide, the K 10 integrals in (A3)

produce the same electric field as the Stratton-Chu formulas.) Substitute

(A4) into (A3), let the observation point r approach the surface of the
A

waveguide W (from inside or outside W), take n x the resulting equation
/V ^ _ /s _

(where n is the normal to W + A into the waveguide) and set n x E and n x E-^g

equal to zero on W, to get

4uiwe n x E. (r) = n x [k
2

p K _<pdS
1 + V p (V

1

*K _ ) cpdS
1

] , (A5)
° ,nc

w
f

w
5 f

(r on W)

where E.j nc is defined as

E. (r) = - —
J [k

2
e x H 4 - iwe (e xE ) x V ' cp]dS

' , (A6)
inc 4-rti(joe

. z 10 0 z 10
0 A

and p denotes the principal-value integral [16].

Equation (A5) is the desired EFIE applied to the open-ended rectangular

waveguide. It has been derived here in a form that allows the aperture TE^g

mode fields in (A6) to produce entirely the driving or incident electric field

E
1

-

nc
on the left of (A5). Thus the unknown surface current densities Kf in

(A5) are merely the remaining fringe currents that decay rapidly away from the
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end of the waveguide, provided, of course, the reflection coefficient is sup-

plied with the TE^q mode fields given explicitly in (4).

The incident field was calculated numerically from (A6) with measured

reflection coefficient r inserted into (4). The integral equation (A5) was

then solved numerically for Kf on a scientific digital computer using a

moment-method numerical scheme similar to that used by Glisson and Wilton

[8]. Symmetry of the rectangular waveguide and TE^q mode, which can be

expressed easily by noting that a perfect electric and magnetic conducting

plane can be inserted at y = 0 and x = 0, respectively, without changing the

problem [9], allowed (A5) to be rewritten in terms of fringe currents over

only one quarter of the waveguide. This reduced the number of unknowns by the

same factor of four. The final resulting coefficient matrix of the unknown

current Kf was inverted to find numerical values of Kf. The numerical values

of Kf were then inserted into the integrals of (A3) for r-*» in order to get

the fringe-current contribution to the far fields to be added to the Stratton-

Chu far fields [2], which equals, as proven above, the contribution of the K
10

integrals in (A3) as r-*».

To get far field patterns over the whole forward hemisphere to the

desired few percent accuracy, this numerical EFIE solution required computer

storage larger than the available central memory of the particular scientific

computer at our disposal and a prohibitive amount of computer execution

time. However, numerical experimentation with the computer solution revealed

that the fringe currents contributing to the far-field H-plane could be

approximated surprisingly well by isotropic line sources in the y-direction at

the edges x = ±a/2. It is this result that allowed the simplified fringe-

current solution in Sec. II-B-2 of the main text.
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APPENDIX II

FAR FIELDS AND GAIN OF OPEN-ENDED PARALLEL-PLATE WAVEGUIDE

The far fields and gain of the open-ended parallel -pi ate waveguide

(figure 1 with b+®, <j>
= 0 and -n < e < n) excited by the TE

10
mode can be

found simply and accurately from the half-plane solution once the reflection

coefficient is determined (e.g., from the exact solution [10,15] or from ray

theory methods [11]). We begin with the far fields (E^, H-^) of the open-ended

parallel -pi ate waveguide approximated by the aperture integration of the two-

dimensional Stratton-Chu formulas with the TE-^q mode fields (4):

A

E, (r*®,e) = F(r,9) e (A7a)
1 y

where

( r->® , 0

)

F(r,e)

Z
o

(A7b)

F(r£ )

E ka/2¥
o

8
[(l+r)cose + I ( l-r)

]

[-

k 9
cos(-

2
- sine)

I 9 J
“

l 9 sine)

]

Hkr - l)

/kr
(A7c)

Appendix I proved that the Stratton-Chu aperture integration of the TE
10

mode fields gave the fields exterior to the waveguide and, in particular, the

far fields produced by the truncated TE^q mode currents, i.e., the far fields

of the physical optics current of the incident plus reflected TE
10 mode. Thus

the fields in (A7) neglect only the contribution from the fringe currents

(total current minus physical optics current, or equivalently, the evanescent

mode current plus the exterior surface currents). For the parallel -pi ate
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waveguide, these fringe currents can be estimated quite accurately from the

corresponding fringe currents of the half-plane problem.

Now the remaining electric far field of the conducting half-plane, after

the far field of the physical optics current is subtracted, can be shown to be

exactly [12,13]:

E (r+«,0)
hp

. 1 a I .

1<kr -4'
-sir^ E i e

0
[cos— + cos— ] /2nkr

0 < |
a | <n;

a, 0 f- ±n
( A8)

for a plane wave of amplitude Ee
y

incident on the edge and propagating at an

angle a from the conducting half-plane. For the paral 1 el -pi ate waveguide,

approximate the incident field on each half plane by the two plane waves

impinging on each edge, one from the incident TE^q mode and one from the

reflected TE^n mode . These two incident plane waves make an angle a with the

half plane of

a
0

= cos"
1

£
= cos-Vl-(^) 2

)
(A9a)

and

u - a , (A9b)

respectively. Substituting the angles (A9) into (A8) for the two impinging

plane waves, and adding the contribution from the two half-planes forming the

open-ended paral 1 el -pi ate waveguide, gives the following approximate

expression for the electric far field excited by the fringe currents:

si

E (r**>0 )
= E

cos-

+ r

cos— + co<
- 2

0 0
cos- + sin-^-j

,ka . ,

co s(—— si n© J
i

(

kr

e

/2nkr

-J
4

4

(A10)
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The sum of (A10) and (A7a) then gives an approximate expression for the

total far field E
pp

of the open-ended paral 1 el -pi ate waveguide (with the TE-^q

mode E-field parallel to the waveguide walls):

Ep
p
(r-*», 0 )

= E^(r-*»,0) + E
f
(r+~,e) . (All)

The on-axis gain G
pp

defined with respect to an infintely extended line source

is

G
pp

Ttr | E (r+°°,o)|
PP

Z P
o pp

4ixr| E |

2

PP

alE |

2 i
(
1-

I

r

|

2
)

o k

since the input power P
pp

per unit length of the TE^q mode is

a f E
0

1

2

| ( 1- 1 r

|

2
)

(A12a)

(A12b)

Approximate far field patterns derived from (All) (with (A7a) and (A10)

inserted), and approximate gain values from (A12), are plotted in figures 8

and 9. The comparisons contained in figures 8 and 9 with the exact solution

[10,14,15] show the significant improvement of the approximate solution (All)

(which estimates the fringe current contribution as explained above) over that

of the Stratton-Chu aperture integration (A7) (which neglects the fringe

currents)

.
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Fig. 1. Geometry of open-ended rectangular waveguide.
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Fig. 2. Measured E^ and E
H

power patterns of open-ended rectangular \-band

waveguide at 9.32 GHz, and comparison of measured 4> = 45° power

pattern with 1/2(|E
E

I

2 + I

E

H 1

2
) predicted by eg (1).
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a) X-band rectangular waveguide at 9.32 GHz
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b) L-band rectangular waveguide at 1.0 GHz

Fig. 3. Amplitude and phase of E-plane field calculated from eq (2)

( ), and measured at NBS ( ).
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a) X - band rectangular waveguide at 9.32 GHz

^(degrees)

b) L-band rectangular waveguide at 1.0 GHz
Fig. 4. Amplitude and phase of H-plane field calculated from eq (5)

(
), calculated from Stratton-Chu formulas (

and measured at NBS ( ). The H-plane phase from eq (5) is

not shown because it is simply a constant phase near -90° found from

eq (9).
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Fig. 5. Measured amplitude and phase (with respect to end) of reflection

coefficients for X-, C-, and Ku-band open-ended standard rectangular

wavegui de

.
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a) X- band rectangular waveguide at 9.32 GHz

^(degrees)

b) L-band rectangular waveguide at 1.0 GHz

Fig. 6. Amplitude and phase of H-plane field calculated from eq (8)

(
. ), calculated from Stratton-Chu formulas (

----- ),

and measured at NBS ( ).
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Fig. 7. On-axis gain of open-ended rectangular waveguide calculated from eq
(12b) ( ), eq (14) ( ), and the Stratton-Chu
formulas (------). The I symbols denote NBS measured values of
gain and estimated limits of error.
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Fig. 8. Amplitude and phase of far field of open-ended

waveguide ( a/X = 0.75) calculated from the

(
- ), the approximation (All) (. •

Stratton-Chu result (A7a) (- - - - -).
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exact solution
. . .), and the
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Fig. 9 On-axis gain and phase of open-ended parallel -pi ate waveguide calcu-

lated from the exact solution ( ), the approximation

(All) (. . . .), and the Stratton-Chu result (A7a) (- - - -).
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